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Now $125.00 buys: and lets you control the number of re-entering them. The HP-21 be- 

More power than our HP-35.The Places displayed. (The HP-21 always comes your scratch pad. 

HP-21 performs all log and trigfunc- Uses all 10 digits internally.) H-P quality craftsmanship. One 

tions, the latter in radians or degrees. . Ifa number S00 large orsmallfor — yeason Nobel Prize winners, astro- 

It’s our only calculator short of the fixed decimal display, the HP-21  nauts, conquerors of Everest, Ameri- 

HP-45 that lets you: switches automatically to scientific. ca’s Cup navigators and over 500,000 

* convert polar to rectangular coor- If you give it an impossible instruc- ther professionals own H-P calcu- 

dinates, and back again (>P, _ tion, its Display spells E-r-r-o-r. lators. 

>R) i . . RPN logic system.Here’s what this. Your bookstore will give youa 

+ do repister arithmetic (M+, M—, unique logic system means for you: | demonstration. They'll show you 
Mx,M=); ; + You can evaluate any expression how much performance $125.00* 

> calculate a common afb (10x) without copying parentheses, wor- can buy. If they don’t have the 
with a single keystroke. rying about hierarchies or re-struc- Hp-21 yet, call 800-538-7922 (in 

The HP-21 also performs all basic during beforehand, Calif. 800-662-9862) for the name 

data manipulations and executes all. yoy ea solve all problems your of a dealer who does. 

pre-programmed functions in a sec- way—the way you now use when = 

ond or less. . you use a slide rule. HEWLETT (hp; PACKARD 
Smaller size.6 ounces vs. 9 for our _-You see all intermediate answers / is a 

in _ ee imei a Dept 999; 19340 Prunendge Avene; Caption, CA 95014 
ull display formatting.The display | * You can easily backtrack when 

key (DSP) lets you choose between you err. *Suggested retail price excluding applicable soni 
fixed decimal and scientific notation | ¢ You can re-use numbers without local taxes—Continental U.S.A., Alaska & Hawaii. 

|
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z 
Dean’s Page 

I was pleased to be asked to exhibits must be set up and ready; 
write a column about Expo —a parking arrangements must be 

as preparation for it started in ii made, signs made, routes laid out 
me a stream of memories of pre- i ~~; and maintained, tickets sold and 
vious Expos. It has been my pri- i- taken, brochures printed, utilities 
vilege to be faculty chairman of _. 7 located and provided, refreshment 
Expo since 1965 and in that time ay — stands manned, etc., etc., etc. 

I have had the opportunity of — Mw Recognizing, then, that there is 
meeting and working with scores 4 - so much work involved, why do so 
of truly exceptional engineering “ — : many engineering students par- 
students. At each Expo I am | a ticipate so actively in Expo? 
genuinely amazed at the quality ( ~ To begin, I believe that they 
of the exhibits, the smoothness > — : view it as being a very worthwhile 

of the organization and the dedi- _ ee event in the life of our College. I 
cation of the hundreds of students | _ have talked with many students 

who are involved. And when it » 4% who chose engineering as a career 
is over, I rejoice in their pleasure \ and who are here on our campus 
of a job well-done, of the new because they came to an Expo 
friendships that have been made when they were a high school stu- 
and of the new skills and know- dent and liked what they saw. 

ledge that they have gained. Also, Expo is viewed by thousands 
You may not realize that the Associate Dean of on-campus students, parents, 

planning for this Expo began Rob. A other interested adults, university 
almost one and one-half years ago obert A. Ratner administrators, legislators and 
when Polygon Board selected John other state and municipal of- 
Dekker and Kevin Zentner to be Some may wonder how Expo got _ficials. Expo is a time when 
co-chairmen of the event. They, in started and about the benefits engineering students show all who 
turn, selected an excellent com- that might accrue from it. The come what engineers can do when 
mittee to head-up the various idea was conceived, initially, in they try. At the end, when Expo is 
functions and since that time the 1940 when engineering students a success, there is a joy of ac- 
committee has been meeting sought a constructive use of their | complishment and a spirit of com- 
regularly and working vigorously. talents after annual feuds with law araderie that can’t be found at 
In the event that you have not yet students, over whether St. Patrick other times and that, alone, seems 
met the committee, they are: was an engineer, got out of hand. to make all of the hard work 
Robin Drout, High School Public The first exposition was presented worthwhile. 
Relations; Brad Vine, Publicity; in 1940 and a second held in 1941. So I say to all who may happen 
Randy Bates, Student; Steve World WarlII brought atemporary to read this, if you have not yet 
Whitsitt, Buildings & Organiza- halt to the expositions, and it was become involved in Expo, do so 
tion; Dennis Kast, Student Ex- not until 1953 when Polygon Board _ now; there is still time. There are 
hibits; and, Brian Strasburg, In- began the present tradition of ex- lots of posters and exhibit entry 
dustrial Exhibits. positions. The present exposition blanks in the buildings to help you 

The theme chosen by the Com- will be the twelfth as they were get started. If they do not interest 
mittee for Expo 75 is: ‘Engineers —_ presented on a triennial basis from you and you want to work on a 
Helping People’, an excellent one 1953 to 1962 and biennial from specific committee, contact the 
I think in this period of concern _1965 on. Of interest to some might appropriate chairman mentioned 
about the impact of technology be the fact that Professor Bollinger earlier in this article. Exhibits and 
and the engineer upon the en- was chairman of one of the earlier manpower are still needed. Give 
vironment and mankind. Certain- expositions. yourself a treat. Have some fun. 
ly, such a theme should spark To present an exposition, much Pitch in and become involved. 
many into thinking of interesting is required of all who are involved. You will find it an experience that 
and worthwhile projects for ex- Thousands of behind-the-scenes you will remember the rest of your 

hibits. tasks must be handled smoothly; life! Ne 
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Industry at Expo ‘75 
By Brian S. Strasburg 

1975 Expo Executive Committee 

E XPO °75 focuses on the tre- devices and systems also give new So, to greatly facilitate the 
mendous technological pro- ideas to our engineering students. success of EXPO ’75, the in- 

gress that has occurred. Like past But, the underlying reason for in- dustrial exhibitor plays a two-fold 
expositions here at the College of dustrial participation is the om- role. First, to open up and increase 
Engineering, EXPO ’75 will de- nipresent need for financial sup- the channels of communication 
monstrate this through creative port. EXPO 75 will spend ap- between industries and engineer- 
work being done by engineering proximately $15,000, which must ing students and the College of 
students, exhibiting industries, be paid for someway. Engineering as a whole. Secondly, 
and governmental agencies. Myriad companies have been industries make our Exposition 
What does Expo tell us about contacted to give of themselves for _ entirely feasible by financial sup- 

now? Industrial technology EXPO ’75 in the form of exhibits port. 
touches all parts of our lives. and of financial support. Present- One may conclude that only 
Familiar products alone head an ly, Texaco along with Har- engineering students together with | 
endless list. Hi-fi systems, micro- nischfeger, Buehler, and private corporations comprise the 
wave cookers, push-button Kimberly-Clark are among the “fuel” for EXPO ’75. Not so. 
telephones, pocket calculators, the financial contributors. EXPO ’75 Government also has a share of 
automobile, and computers are also has many exhibits from in- “stock” in EXPO ’75. The govern- 
just a few. dustry and government which will ment does not only exhibit new 

It is obvious that industry be on display for the ‘“viewing- products. They employ and ex- 
makes our lives seem leisurely and eyes’. Wisconsin Telephone, hibit the newest technology 
palatable. At the same time, it is Western Electric, and Bell Labs available. The Atomic Energy 
not so obvious that industrial par- _—- will be exhibiting on electonic | Commission will present an ex- 
ticipation in EXPO ’75 is essen- _ telephone switching and will also hibit about the energy crisis and 
tial. Without such dedicated par- present modern methods in thin the research being done to assure 
ticipation by industry, Ex- film technology. International the future availability of energy. 
positions could not exist. The Harvester will be showing their There will also be two exhibits 
devices and systems exhibited by hydrostatic transmission, titan from the Army Corps of Engineers, 
private enterprise, as well as gas turbine and other items. East- one from the Federal Highway- 
governmental agencies afford man Kodak, Allen Bradley, Administration, and the U. S. 
solutions to the present needs of | Digital Equipment Corporation, Geological Survey. 
society and more importantly, to and Meridian Laboratories will be 
the future needs of society. These _ here, with more to follow. WE 
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Let uter diet 

Do It! 
By Terri Houston 

of the Engineer Staff 

s everyone knows, nutrition library. There are analytical, 
A is that well known process <> simulation, and tutorial programs 
of incorporating into the body for mathematics, science, 
the substances necessary for statistics, languages, business, 
growth, repair, and energy. Nutri- nee finance, and many other fields.' 
tional science determines the TmiPian rae Bice and Mast use a teletype 
body’s requirements for food computer terminal in their Expo 
nutrients and evaluates diets to ah exhibit. Expo visitors will simply 
satisfy these requirements. Longer feed in the type and quantity of 
lifespans, better health, and the foods he or she has ingested 
greater efficiency will result if during the day. The program will 
these requirements are met in the Cher then compute and display the 
daily diet. ht total calories consumed, the quan- 

Industrial engineering students tity of each of the essential 
Ken Bice and Alan Mast’s seat vitamins and minerals ingested, 
primary purpose is to illustrate to Meovauiara and the recommended dietary 
the Expo audience the many allowances for this person. In ad- 
different ways that industrial acted feersreat dition, it will suggest a dinner 
engineering fits into today’s ane meal that will fulfill this person’s 
technology. Their detailed Expo recommended daily allowance for 
presentation is just based on one <°3e the day. Special notice will be 
particular facet of industrial te made to the Expo visitor that the 
engineering, health care. These diet recommendations are 
two students have devised a com- Res applicable only to people on a 
puter diet planning program on Kon ec general diet.’ 
the Univac 1110 computer. The Bice and Mast exhibit will 

Their computer diet program is ] dramatically emphasize the cor- 
constructed to compensate for Gren) relation between basic computer 
differences in a person’s age, techniques and specific dietary 
weight, and height. For each health problems. The computer’s 
category certain amount of Per sean speed enables scientist to make 
vitamins, minerals, calories and ny ongoing diet corrections that can 
pepe = needed. ® the ai <> be utilized in maintaining an 

e language of the diet Ke adequate diet. 
program is QRB (Quick Response Grer) ’ ne 
Basic). It is similar to Basic 

(Beginner's All-Purpose Symbolic Cerne) 'To obtain further details on QRB 
Instruction Code), the easily contact Al Roberts from the academic 
learned computer programming computing center, U. W.-Madison (MACC). 

language developed at Dartmouth . a 

college. MACC’s QRB includes General Flowchart for “A program very similar to this is 
* . being produced by Professor Nancy 

over three hundred ready-to-run Recommended Daily Dietary Johnson of the Nutritional Science 
programs from the Dartmouth Allowances Department. 
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...and good as gold. 
The true value of a sewer pipe is not just the know Dickey clay pipe has a field-proven 
price of having it delivered and installed. It’s record for doing just that. 

also the price of repair, replacement and When you compare all the costs, Dickey clay 
maintenance once that pipe is in the ground, pipe is the wisest investment for your next 

For as long as it's in the ground. sewer project. Simply because, in cost per 
Professional specifiers know the true value of years of service, it’s dirt cheap. 

sewer pipe from experience. They know that 
the least costly pipe is the one that gives the ID iGRKIEYZ 
most dependable, trouble-free service. And they COMPANY 

W. S. Dickey Clay Manufacturing Company 
Post Office Box 6, Pittsburg, Kansas 66762 
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A box that teaches .. . 

L ing by machine 

Eee i 
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By Peggy Lawrence | . ml : << 
of the Engineer Staff a : -. 4 a q 

 - cere : 
ele Se 

t began as a project for a me- guetta s LL ST 
] chanical engineering course .< tic: — 
and ended up being very good way . a 
to help in the education process —,, . 
of a handicapped child. Gregg 
Keebaugh (mechanical engineer- 
ing) and Paul Fechner (elec- Gregg Keebaugh and Paul Fechners teaching machine. 
trical engineering) tried to find a ; 
way for this child to learn although 8 o cae ek oll lay : ; 
he is unable to handle books like i elt 
most people. The result — a | | ee 
teaching machine run by a system oS ag or 
of levers that the handicapped —_— wee pe a | : Cis 
can handle. V dl L\ i. 

The teaching machine, i Be | ae 
Keebaugh says, is like an ies | |. ee A Pree, 
automatic flash card set. It holds ie > nn ol Bio 
ten question cards, at one time. a _- 

The cards are placed on a belt _— 2 s ro 
rotated by a small motor. Each “ : Sl 
time a question comes into place — y 
behind the screen, the motor is y 
disengaged with the use of a small 
electric eye that makes sure the 
card is in its correct place untilthe and a light flashes on; if the in their order. The cards can be 
question has been answered anda answer was incorrect a buzzer changed at any time, making the 
new one is called for. sounds and a different light goes machine useful in studying any 

The questions are all multiple- on. To move to the next question subject and allowing the student 
choice. There are four different another lever is pushed to re- to change to new, more difficult 
colored levers on the front of the engage the motor, but this can material as needed. 
machine representing each of the only be done after the question has At this point, the teaching 
choices. When one of the levers is been answered correctly. machine is in its final stages of 
pushed, it triggers a small pin that The machine can either show construction. It will be on exhibit 
touches the card. Ifthe answer was _ each question in its order, or it can at the 1975 Engineering Expo then 
correct, the pin goes through a be switched to random sequence to it will go to the person for whom it 
small hole in the card, a bell rings | avoid memorization of the answers was designed. We 
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Compare TI's NEW SR>5l1 e000 
e ° ° 

@Mean, variance and standard deviation. 
° ° ° 

@ Automatic linear regression. @20 programmed 
° ° 

conversions. @Percent and percent difference. 

4 + Log, In yes | yes 
@3 accessible memories. And Trig (sin, cos, tan, Inv) yes | yes 

h f lvw$S Q5 | betreesradanconversion | yes | yes 
muc. more or on Vy Degrrad mode selection x Le 

e Decimal degrees — deg-min-sec yes | yes 
Polar-rectangular conversion yes | yes 
yx yes | yes 

ex yes | yes 
, 10* yes | yes 

x? yes | yes 
% Vx yes | yes 

- 4 i > wy yes | no 
io as VA - Wx yes | yes 

% Mo x!" yes | yes 
ON eA oa Exchange x with y yes | yes 

one Metric conversion constants 13°) 3 
ie Me ¢ oy % and \% yes | yes 
‘ ra oA Mean and standard deviation yes | yes 

2e Y NX» ie | é oe q Hs 

4 . i MZ & % Slope and intercept Hie no 
ey . Store and recall yes | yes 

4 4? x ee X to memory yes | yes 
~ Fess 5 nN Product to memory yes | yes 

oe » . Gi * Random number generator yes | no 

| ee Seer || S a SS ot 6 A yi ‘ Dis #cH0 um o raduc 3 | 10 
* Ep a , F n (sum es 

‘ os Bo ee < oe A Yemon other than stack). ucts) y 3 
“ yr SY . ect ys ne aa Se Fixed decimal option yes es 

4 oor eys 

™* $2 “= fa ad " 2 Y Fig ys econd function key yes | yes 
* ase : —- ir 5 Ne IN Constant mode operation | yes | no 

ce S . °C x 
More math % e Py 4) de ~s NN 
power for ahs : SS g 4 KS ie < “4 a ' 

money. ore % a ey r Neder” We) 
than log-andtrig ae oe Fi < tg % ; ° 

end Pyrenisolicg ’ eC ay haalh ms q if 
and functions of x“ Pe s < . 

*.. the SR-51 has” a ? a e S 
these and also has” i ) ti eer 
statistical functions... 4 oa ° BY ss 
like mean, variance and © s Ga 
standard deviation, ran- © YW 
dom numbers, factorials, 4 P24 
permutations, slope and inter- 7 rd Ps 
cept, and trend line analysis. 
Check the chart above—compare Pg 

it. With the HP-45 or any other ™ 
quality calculator. Then try it. We’re © es FASS Se) 
sure you'll agree that the SR-51 offers yf 32M | 
extraordinary value. gw For full intonation on the SR-51 4 

% ; 408 send tis coupon to Texas Instruments ' 
See the NEW SR-51 e ee (ox 22283, M/S 320. Dallas, Texas 75222 | 

, ( 
at your campus book a 

e w 7 { 

store or local quality TWH, 
© | 

Ci department store ee eel 

Affe i TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
13500 North Central Expressway INCORPORATED ‘08 
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SAN MRD OI AS 
By Brad Vine : ———— | 

im 1920 
. oo Nn Bp se ar 

T" year a tradition, part of yore ere ay : e 
the College of Engineering oe Ee > a me 4 ae F - | 

for over 35 years, is once again Sie gee aly Wi sip sn 7) FBS 
coming alive. The tradition isthe Yo We 5 97 a\g gy. né Qbskies | fia 
Engineering Science Exposition. So a ge yer | ORG y 22.8 “4 

The Exposition will acquaint oe ee, - ea eg Se / 
the public with the rapidly expan- me IN all om. | eg 
ding engineering field. The exposi- a. ’ ee a a 
tion, run entirely by engineering ev . x P.... i? hn esr. 

students, is non-profit. Any profits | oes @ i, a Ae ’ 
go into a scholarship fund. as — es : AWYVE Dat 

Before 1940, St. Patrick’s Day : THE ENGINEER fel THE Li — 

never went by without a parade by ‘Pura. 7 t one — 

the engineers in honor of their ¥ re ae 

patron saint. Spring was also the Ss oe ie a La 
time when the lawyer-engineer Z. = a\ Ly : os 
feud reached its peak. With each Se — ame 
passing year, bickering became Engineers felt they were 
more spirited. On St. Patrick’s sitting pretty compared to 
Day, 1938, it burst into open war- lawyers enshrined among 

re. 
The lawyers bombarded cobwebs. . . Wicctad a Moo 5 6 

paraders with uncooked eggs. 7 S [Ce or" 
Things went from uncooked to = - ££ a 
rotten. Engineers retaliated with — J ae 
every egg they could reach. It ee a 7 ae... 
wasn’t the first time a lawyer was 4 a4 | 2 it , i i 
seen with egg on his face. a, | if Co 

These episodes marked the ; es . 

birth of The Engineering Exposi- ‘ ] ii 2. aa : 

tion. With the help of the 7 : ds “ « 

engineering faculty, engineers : _ neha ee wae 

decided to celebrate St. Patrick’s ae > ine Nee. 6 

Day without a parade. They would wil oe eS wats 
focus attention on events of a more - ae 
constructive nature— an a — ae 
Engineering Exposition. a , eal oe 

The unique feature of the Ex- . a a —_— 
position is the policy of manning >.  . 
the exhibits with personnel who a —r—~—. 
can explain and describe it. This _ -.  . 
provides the spectator with the op- _ Se 
portunity not only to see exhibits, a. — 2. 
but to ask questions about them. - a. 

It is the engineers’ sincere hope _ . | 
that you will not only attend, but 7 —r—™—— 
enjoy Expo ’75. WE Oo ee 
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Lawyers egg engineers from a rooftop dur- 
ing one of the fueds between the two profes- 
sions in the past. 
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Communicate by “‘Videoplace” 

By Doug Janousek 
of the Engineer Staff 

AS technology and art slowly Actors and dancers can develop 
evolve separately, we find improvisations and perform 

that the Communication Environ- scripted pieces which exploit the 
ments Program is bridging this Videoplace medium. Such works 
gap. One of its projects, “Video- could be done before live 
place”, will be partially shown audiences that have the choice of 
at Expo. The entire project will watching an isolated figure move 
hopefully be exhibited at the somewhat inexplicably around the 
Bicentennial. The project was stage while his image interacts ina 
designed by Dr. M. William more meaningful way with the im- 
Krueger and managed by Charles _ ages of others on the “videoplace”’ 
T. Hodle Jr. screen. 

Videoplace is an artistic event In all uses, the computer will 
which defines a new kind of com- analyze the position and 
munication, provides artists from movements of each participant by 
different fields with a tool for ex- digitizing the outline of his video 
perimentation, and has important image. It will then determine the 
implications for video and _ interrelationship among these im- 
cybernetic art. ages and generate composite im- 

It is based on the idea that the ages. Images can be moved around 
act of instantaneous two way com- the screen, shrunk, rotated, 
munication creates a “place” con- colored and mixed together in a 
sisting only of information variety of ways. (Thus all of the 
available to both people potential of video processing can 
simultaneously. Geographically be used to mediate the interaction 
remote individuals see their and the usual laws of cause and 
separate video images merged into effect can be replaced with alter- 
a composite projected before natives composed by the author.) 
them, creating the illusion that Art in itself has expresses what 
they exist together in the same we have learned about ourselves 

place. and our world. ‘‘Videoplace’”’ 
An artist can control a variety of makes some difficult concepts 

modes and can develop them. palpable. As the day approaches 
First, the computer can when computers will speak, un- 
automatically combine the actions derstand speech and perceive us, 
of the participants through the it is important that the design of 
video medium according to rules such intimate technology is an 
programmed by the artist. aesthetic problem as much as an 

Second, the artist can choose his engineering one. It is imperative 
position and become involved that art and artists assume 
directly or guide the interaction of leadership in shaping our fine 
others. relationship with our machines. 

WE 
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et a job” isn’t quite the full answer, is it? You're Ohio, Florida, Kansas or Delaware, you'll find yourself 
ou. And there’s more to life than just “a job’ — looking forward to coming to work in the morning. 
should be. And your technology won’t become obsolescent in 

het could you expect if you joined us? A 5,110 ven because to remain 2 leader, we must 
uality of life that means the difference be- ran a f a Wilslels ot Mies Te a: 
een ‘a job” and a way of living. Luli 

e design and manufacture complete electronic Professional involvement . . . continuing de- 
stems of various kinds for business, industry and rey tt as an engineer Pre COLATLU-U 
overnment. It is our practice to hire very able people of individual responsibility that encourages new 
d then put them to work doing what they most ideas and rewards initiative. These are good 
e to do. dividends on the personal investment you've 

already made on your education! 
ecause we are a large company, we offer a total career 

owth-potential that is as big as we are. And because If you agree, send me your resume. Address: 
e work in relatively small product-oriented divisions, Mr. Thomas A. Payne, College Coordinator 
our abilities and contributions are highly visible NCR Worldwide Headquarters, 
om the time you join us, with prompt recognition Corporate Executive & 
superior performance. Professional Recruitment 

: : Dayton, Ohio 45479 
hether you work for us in California, New York, An Equal Opportunity Employer
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BURGLARS BEWARE! 
By Bob Braun 

of the Engineer Staff 

S° Woods, a fourth year In the sensing circuit, Ds is the Transformer T2 matches the 
Electrical Engineering stu- sensing diode that will be either | output impedance to the required 

dent at the University of Wiscon- shorted out or removed to create value of the input amplifier. Ad- 
sin, is displaying one of his innova- an open circuit. In either situation ditional relay contacts could be in- 
tions at Expo ’75. His “Remote the relay moves to the off position stalled in the output circuit to 
Sensing Alarm System” has al- and power is supplied tothe alarm __ switch off the output except when 
ready proven to be effective in circuit. Cutting the wires alsosets alarms are being given. This 
actual use and now he is using _ off an alarm. After initially apply- _ would allow the system to be used 
it to demonstrate that practical ing power to the circuit and after | continuously without loading the 
inventions do come out of engi- each test the relay must be reset amplifier and at the same time 
neering projects. with the RESET switch. matching the system to an inter- 
The alarm system operation The alarm circuit makes use of | com, public address system or 

centers around a diode that isim- two unijunction transistors and a some other type of remote audio 
planted into the item to be NPN transistor to get the desired indicator. 
protected. If the diode is dis- audio signal. UJT1 is a low fre- Originally designed by Scott to 
connected or shorted out the quency relaxation oscilator and protect the sign in front of his 
system will alarm. Expo visitors UJT2 is a high frequency osscil- house from vandalism, the system 
will be able to test the alarm by lator. When an alarm is received has proven very successful in ac- 
simulating the theft of the the sound is similar toasubmarine _ tual use. 
protected item. “dive” signal. WE 
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Solar Dryi 
By Wayne Hochrein 

of the Engineer Staff 

| \ aaa EERIE . n display at the 1975 Engi- 
t ; O neering Expo will be a work- 

\ ing model of a solar grain drying 
1 | mechanism. 
a} | This Agriculture Engineering 
Bie | Department display is a replica of 

tj working units in South Dakota 
| | \ and Wisconsin. 
pak Se) The device blows air over a sur- 

| ea ™ pees face hak ig heave by i The 
a WO ome L ee air which filters through the corn 
s naa drys it. The device creates a 
BB Gots ime temperature difference of about 4 

Bis et degrees. 
a —e rR 1 The solar device in operation in 

oa : _— re ee 8 4K Wisconsin dried 3,825 bushels over 
ee : Ri la, a three month period. A regular 

od ae i, YM drying machine could do the same 
eS Fe a jo in a matter of days. Conven- 

aw len ~ tional units use much higher 
iii _ | i temperature for drying shelled 

al A corn, sometimes burning it in the 

Blower at right directs air through a plastic tube where it is heated. Process. : ; 
Corn in the bin is dried by heated air filtering through. The 4° _ What happens if the sun doesn’t 
temperature difference is adequate for drying corn or other agricul- shine for three months? In this 
tural products. case a backup system of electric 

heating elements could be used to 
reen wins Un “omay gggey heat the circulating air. 
ey ££ | A drawback to the system is the 

- a _ | area necessary to collect this solar 
hep 4 mi | + | | energy. The Wisconsin unit got 

Wy -— | i around this by incorporating the 
a yg. N ae arama heat—collecting elements into the 

' 4° NM : 74 roof of a nearby shed. The South 
mn SE \ @ Dakota unit used a design of sur- 

' i. 3 a : Fae 4 rounding the storage bin itself 
j e- ae jy * 7 swith the heat collector. 

ae ° SOLAR DAViNG 1 OA ai a ot However, as fuel costs rise the 
ay emMoIa wy mati: 4 low fuel consumption of this 

oR hea pees Ne | m».| system makes it increasingly at- 
We | BR tes Pg Ls 7 tractive to potential users. It was 

Be RM oe gum | Pe estimated for the Wisconsin unit 
I Be ye ae Mm bh that it saved 468 gallons of fuel oil 

| is ae” “SJ at a savings of $146.00. This is bas- 
ECOME on ae le  ~ a ed on the assumption that both 
Ricuird 7. ee oe \ 7 methods use blowers or air circula- 
ENGINE Mag -_ J rhe ee Hon. 

a . . a —_ This unit is commerically 
q ‘ available and could pay for itself 

" ° in approximately three years from 
Les Pagel and Richard Ambroziak setting up a solar drying model. fuel savings. WE 
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Sowe Mighty Fawmous Ghosts 
Ove Coming into Towu 
To Tell Their Stories... Wow! 
Iu the Super Spirits Show 

of the Euqiveering Ex po 

YES, INDEED! SoME OF THE GREATEST SPiRiTs IN 
HISTORY WILL REAPPEAR FoR THE FIRST TIME, THEY 
PROMISED To TELL SOME OF THEIR INTIMATE STORIES. 
STORIES THAT HAVE NEVER BEEN ToLD BEFORE, STORIES THIT 
ARE OFTEN STRANGE, BUT ALWAYS TRUE... SO MUCH THAT ONCE 
You HEAR THEM You WILL KNOW THE VISITORS ARE THE 
REAL SPIRITS AND NOT IMPOSTORS. STORIES OF DISCOVERY 
AND INVENTION... OF HEROISM...OF GREAT SPORT... OF DRAMATIC 
TENSION.,. OF UNIQUE ART... 0F AMAZING LEADERSHIP... oF 
TURNING DREAMS INTO REALITY, 

ONCE You HAVE SEEN AND HEARD THE SUPER SPIRITS 
You WILL WANT To S@E AND HEAR THEM AGAIN AND 
AGAIN, UNFORTUNATELY, So WILL EVERYBODY ELSE, BUT, 
IF You CANNOT FIND A WAY To AVOID THE WORST cRowDS, 
IT WILL STILL BE WoRTH YouR WHILE, 

Hosrs : DEPARTMENT OF 
Ewcoineering MecHamics 

Iv THE ENGINEERING BuiLDING 

Apric U,12, 13, 1975 

ee at * gh h 

Pees & a, 2 Papen 
PAO Ke % 2 pe gr 
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Foowins Expo’s theme of 

d , bates helping pe By Wayne Hochrein 
a device called a fuel cell will be 7 
exhibited. Ideally a fuel cell could of the Engineer Staff 
provide clean, efficient low cost 
energy, solving our present energy 
situation. However, there are 
problems in making the actual 
model behave as the theoretical 
model predicts. 

The operation of a fuel cell is 
comparable to a battery. The cell tite ' 
takes hydrogen and oxygen and gies Fae ae. j 
with a platinum catalyst produces ple | 6 
electrical power, the only by- i «ia ja 
product being water. “ el ilk 

This method of power genera- space ee . 
tion has been known since 1830, A { : ee 
but it was not until the space pro- , o, ve 8, met 
jects of the 1960’s that interest in , ae ij ; 

the fuel cell was renewed. “ae lees ge | : Le 
Desirable properties of the cell i, ea a : A E 

are high power to weight ratio and mee ee SE! a 
is high degree of efficiency. Also ol st ain \ 4 
quiet operation and its only ex- : i i | 
haust being water make it en- -—. © § - = 
vironmentally safe. a ~ 

As of today the only place the 
fuel cell has been used is in space Above: Fuel cell. Below: Randy Day 
shots, but the potential of the fuel demonstrating fuel cell. 
cell as an energy source will cer- 
tainly make it a part of tomorrow. 

WE 
| - | jy or 

; 4} pn 7 oe a) cs P y | ‘ i ¢ a base 

_—_mgnd mmole ig | Soh cell ~ F Ff. _ 
ne cw , oe 6 7. 

ae owed 1 % 

a ec!) Re eee | | ee \e 
" | : i mo oe te te ‘Pen nae i = 4 . 

P aa . ay ot Al My coc \! a 
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i i Ith What we're doing for your hea 
is a lot more comforting 

° 

than a bowl of chicken soup. 
Ie 

wh 6. rr Our CentrifiChem blood analyzer 
ie helps a hospital make more than 20 

| ‘i. Ef vital blood tests with up to 300 
| chemical analyses an hour. 

\ \& Much of the life-saving oxygen ina 

Ww hospital is ours. 
, And we constantly experiment. 

—_— We are 123,000 involved human 
beings who work all around the world 

Little things at home relieve a lot on things and ideas for every basic need. 
of your misery. But we offer human So today, something we do will 
solace too. touch your life. 

Many medicines you find at a drug- And may even help save it. 
store are made with our chemicals. 

Aspirin to bring down your burn- UNION 
ing fever, lozenges to soothe your CARBIDE 
poor sore throat, sedatives to let you . 

fall asleep at last. Today, something we do 
We're also involved in more will touch your life 

serious things. ° 
We make radioactive diagnostic 

materials that pinpoint cancer. An Equal Opportunity Employer 
And plastic for heart valves 

human beings can live with. 
We invented an Oxygen Walker. It 

helps people with emphysema move 
freely around again.



We're looking for 
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ike 1 hemas ison N ® 
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: } \ 4 os \ 

O a V/s 
Ever since Thomas Edison helped Oo? . | { ) 

start our business, GE has been known as an innovator. ‘ha x : ( 
Today, more than ever, we need original thinkers to \\\, XGA 

help keep that kind of thinking going. Not only AA\ Yo 
engineers who can invent products. Just as impor- . . \ 
tant, engineers who can help find better ways to fy. ‘ 
design them, manufacture them, market and f \ » Q oe 
service them. | \e 2 N _ = 

With so many problems today in areas like Pee jf © \ 7 -_ 
energy, the environment, and productivity, the 4 —\y i - AK |. 
challenges to technology have rarely been greater. a a WY ‘ 
And few companies can offer you more ways to J fy. AK 
help solve these problems than General Electric. {777 “f¥\ 0 

At GE you might go to work on nuclear i a 
power plants. Or moreefficient fossil-fuelplants. JA \/ VER j 

Or maybe one day work on one of the de- 4 BS Ni a 
veloping energy technologies like the fast- . \ -—. | 
breeder reactor. Coal gasification. Solar heating. , \) af 
Battery storage for peaking power. Laser appli- Qo No. —_— 
cations for fusion and fuel enrichment. \ & a\\ 

Or you might help build better mass-transit > PS 
systems. Pollution controls. Or cleaner, quieter jet NN _. 

engines. %e, § a. 
Or perhaps work on sophisticated medical devices os <v 

like GE’s heart Pacemaker. Or engineering \ cv 
plastics like our virtually unbreakable Lexan" resin. GEis ( ‘ > 
big in lots of areas you might not have known about. _. 4 > 

But a word about that word “big.” Some people worry —te = \ 7 
that General Electric might be too big for them. <7 rA\\ 3 ‘ . 
Actually we’re not like some big companies. We’re decen- mais) 4 \ 
tralized. Into strategic business units. Each with its own i ly \ 1 
plans and business objectives. 4 7 . 

The whole idea is to give everyone plenty of responsibility a \, 4 
and plenty of room to try new ideas. And when you look at our record “aA. 
of innovation and growth, you can see that it works. —— 

Sound interesting? Why not send for our free careers brochure? Just ay . 
write: General Electric, Educational Communications, W1D, Fairfield, Ct. 06431. 4 : 

Progress for People. a 

GENERAL @@ ELECTRIC 
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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